Energy usage of large-scale data centers has become a major concern for cloud providers. There has been an active effort in techniques for the minimization of the energy consumed in the data centers. However, most approaches lack the analysis and application of real cloud backend traces. In existing approaches, the variation of cloud workloads and its effect on the performance of the solutions are not investigated. Furthermore, the focus of existing approaches is on virtual machine migration and placement algorithms, with little regard to tailoring virtual machine configuration to workload characteristics, which can further reduce the energy consumption and resource wastage in a typical data center. To address these weaknesses and challenges, we propose a new architecture for cloud resource allocation that maps groups of tasks to customized virtual machine types. This mapping is based on the task usage patterns obtained from the analysis of the historical data extracted from utilization traces. In our work, the energy consumption is decreased via efficient resource allocation based on the actual resource usage of tasks. Experimental results show that, when resources are allocated based on the discovered usage patterns, significant energy saving can be achieved.
INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing is a realization of utility-oriented delivery of computing services on a pay-as-you-go basis [1] . As stated by Armbrust et al. [2] , cloud computing has the potential to transform a large part of the IT industry while making software even more attractive as a service. However, the major concern in cloud data centers is the drastic growth in energy consumption, which is a result of the rise in cloud services adoption and popularity. An average data center consumes as much energy as 25 000 households, as reported by Kaplan et al. [3] . This energy consumption results in increased Total Cost of Ownership and consequently decreases the Return of Investment (ROI) of the cloud infrastructure. Apart from low ROI, energy consumption has a great impact on carbon dioxide (CO 2 ) emissions, which are estimated to be 2% of global emissions [4] .
There has been a growing effort in decreasing cloud data centers' energy consumption while meeting Service Level Agreements (SLA). The energy wastage in data centers is caused by various reasons such as inefficiency in data center cooling system [5] , network equipments [6] and server utilization [7] . In this paper, we mainly focus on the efficient utilization of computing resources, since servers are still the main power consumers in a data center [8] .
One of the key features introduced in data centers that can decrease their energy consumption is virtualization technology. This technology enables efficient utilization of resources and Virtual Machine Customization and Task Mapping 209 load balancing via migration and consolidation of workloads. Therefore, a considerable amount of energy is saved with virtual machine migrations from underloaded servers by putting them in a lower power state. Many approaches utilize this technology, along with various heuristics, concentrating solely on virtual machine migrations and VM placement techniques with the objective of decreasing the data center power consumption. However, these approaches ignore tailoring virtual machine configurations to workload characteristics and the effect of such tailoring on the energy consumption and resource wastage in a typical data center.
User-defined virtual machine configuration is an available option for most cloud service models. Therefore, one of the challenges is to propose a method for defining the most efficient virtual machine configuration for a given application.
Apart from VM configuration, the other factor impacting the efficiency of resource utilization is the application of the knowledge obtained from the analysis of the real world clouds trace logs. This analysis enables an understanding of the variance of workloads that should be incorporated in solutions, as they affect the performance of proposed resource management approaches.
In this paper, we propose an end-to-end architecture for energy-efficient resource allocation and management in data centers. Because of the predefined software and applications that are executed in the data center, there exist similarities between the tasks' usage patterns and hence similar tasks can be grouped together using clustering algorithms. Our proposed solution decreases the resource wastage in data centers via virtualization and efficient resource allocation policies.
For defining virtual machine types and their capacity, we leverage similarities in the utilization patterns reported in the Google traces, which is confirmed by previous studies [9] [10] [11] [12] . These similarities enable tasks to be grouped based on average resource usage via clustering techniques. Then the clustering output is used for the determination of customized virtual machine types. The actual resource utilization of tasks is considered during the grouping process, since there is a considerable gap between the actual reported resource usage and the requested amount of resources for task execution in the studied trace. In this respect, considering the actual resource utilization during the task execution will result in less resource wastage and consequently less energy consumption, which is one of the objectives of the proposed architecture.
In order to apply information of real cloud backend traces in our solution and on its evaluation, we utilized Google traces. The first Google log provides the normalized resource usage of a set of tasks over a 7-h period. The second version of the Google traces, which was released in 2012, contains more details in a longer time frame. Therefore, the data set used in this paper is derived from the second version of the Google cloud trace log [13] collected during a period of 29 days. The log consists of data tables describing the machines, jobs and tasks.
Recent work analyzing Google traces focused on various objectives such as characterization of task usage [14] , task grouping for workload prediction and capacity planning [9] , characterization of applications [12] , modeling and synthesis of task placement constraints [15] and workload characterization for simulation parameter extraction and modeling [11, 16, 17] . Our work contributes to the current research area by introducing an architecture that utilizes the knowledge obtained from the workload characterization to determine efficient virtual machine configurations. The key contributions of our work are: (i) We propose an end-to-end architecture for efficient allocation of requests on data centers that reduces the infrastructure's energy consumption. (ii) We present an approach, applied to the proposed architecture, to identify virtual machine configurations (types) in terms of CPU, memory and disk capacity via clustering tasks, taking into consideration usage patterns of each cluster. (iii) We propose an approach for the identification of VM task capacity, which is the maximum number of tasks that can be accommodated in a virtual machine, considering different estimates, including the average resource usage of tasks in each cluster.
An evaluation of the proposed architecture shows that the policy that considers the actual reported usage results in less energy consumption in the data center. This policy showed 73% improvement when comparing to a policy that allocates the virtual machine's resources based on the resource estimation provided by users.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related work in this area. Section 3 introduces the system model, the proposed architecture and its components. In Section 4, the implementation details of the task clustering is presented. In Section 5, we explain how the virtual machine configurations are defined, followed by a brief discussion on the resource allocation policies in Section 6. Section 7 describes the experiment set up including the data center's server configurations and the power consumption model of the servers. Then, the results of the algorithms' performance in terms of the energy and task execution efficiency are discussed in Section 8. Finally, Section 9 presents conclusions and discusses future research directions.
RELATED WORK
There is a considerable body of literature on power management in virtualized and non-virtualized data centers via hardware-and software-based solutions [18] [19] [20] . Most of the prior research in the area do not apply the knowledge obtained from the analysis of real cloud backend traces, nor the variance of the cloud workloads in their proposed solutions.
In 2009, Yahoo! released traces from a production MapReduce cluster to a selection of universities. In the same year, 210
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Google made the first version of its traces publicly available. Google trace's release resulted in a variety of research investigating the problems of capacity planning and scheduling via workload characterization and statistical analysis of the planet's largest cloud backend traces [13] .
Google trace research works
The research on Google cluster traces falls in three major categories, namely statistical analysis, workload modeling and characterization and simulation and modeling. They are further discussed in this section.
Statistical analysis
The first version of the Google traces contains the resource consumption of tasks, whereas the second version of Google traces covers more details including machine properties and task placement constraints. These constraints limit the machines onto which tasks can be scheduled [13] . In order to measure the performance impact of task placement constraints, Sharma et al. [15] synthesized these constraints and machine properties into performance benchmarks of Google clusters in their approaches.
Garraghan et al. [21] investigated server characteristics and resource utilization in the Google cluster data. They also explored the amount of resource wastage resulted from failed, killed and evicted tasks for each architecture type over different time periods. The average resource utilization per day lies between 40 and 60% as stated by Reiss et al. [22] , and the CPU wastage on average server architecture type lies between 4.52 and 14.22%. These findings justify investigation of new approaches for improving resource utilization and reducing resource wastage.
Di et al. [23] investigated the differences between a cloud data center and other Grid/HPC systems considering both workload and host load in the Google data center. An analysis of the job length and jobs resource utilization in various system types, along with job submission frequency, shows that the host load in a cloud environment faces higher variance resulted from higher job submission rate and shorter job length. As a result, the authors identified three main differences between cloud and grid workloads: firstly, Grid tasks are more CPU intensive, whereas cloud tasks consume other resources, such as memory, more intensively. Secondly, CPU load is much noisier in clouds than in Grids. Thirdly, the host load stability differs between infrastructures, being less stable in clouds. These differences make the analysis of cloud traces crucial for researchers, enabling them to verify the applicability of heuristics in real cloud backend environments.
Workload modeling and characterization
Mishra et al. [9] and Chen et al. [10] explored the first version of the Google cluster traces and two approaches were introduced for workload modeling and characterization. Mishra et al. [9] used the clustering algorithm K-means for forming the groups of tasks with more similarities in resource consumptions and durations. Likewise, Chen et al. [10] used K-means as the clustering algorithm. In their experiments, the authors classified jobs 1 instead of tasks. Di et al. [12] characterized applications, rather than tasks, running in the Google cluster. Similarly to the two previous approaches, the authors chose K-means for clustering, although they optimized the K-means result using the Forgy method.
Moreno et al. [16] presented an approach for the characterization of the Google workload based on users and task usage patterns. They considered the second version of the Google traces and modeled the workload for two days of it. Later in 2014 [11] , authors extended the work with an analysis of the entire tracelog. The main contribution of the work is considering information about users along with the task usage patterns. Moreno et al. [11, 16] also used K-means for grouping purpose. They estimated the optimal k with the quantitative approach proposed by Pham et al. [24] .
The previous study demonstrated that there are similarities in task usage patterns of Google backend traces. Therefore, in our proposed architecture, likewise previous approaches [9, 10] , we group tasks with similarities in their usage patterns using clustering. In typical clustering, the number of clusters is a variable that is data-dependent and has to be set beforehand. Approaches noted in [11, 16] use K-means and vary the number of clusters considering a finite range, for example 1-10. Then, the optimal value of k is derived considering the degree of variability in derived clusters [11, 16] and Within cluster Sum of Squares [12] . Although these approaches could be applied here, we aimed to make the architecture as autonomous as possible and thus we avoided manual tuning of the number of clusters for each dataset like previous studies [11, 12, 16] . Pelleg and Moore [25] proposed X-means, a method that combines K-means with BIC. The latter is used as a criterion to automatic selection of the best number of clusters. Hence, we utilize X-means rather than existing approaches based solely on K-means [11, 12, 16] . It is worth mentioning that the workload modeling part of the architecture can be substituted, without changes in other components of the proposed architecture, by other approaches available in the literature [9] [10] [11] [12] 16 ].
The concept of task clustering has been previously investigated and proved to be effective outside of cloud computing area [26] [27] [28] . Our approach is different from them in terms of the objective and the target virtualized environment. For example, Singh et al. [26] and Muthuvelu et al. [27] utilized the technique for reducing communication overhead for submission of tasks in Grid systems, which are geographically distributed, in contrast with our application for energy minimization in a centralized cloud data center. Task clustering is also utilized by Wang et al. [28] to improve energy efficiency Virtual Machine Customization and Task Mapping 211 in clusters via dynamic frequency and voltage (DVFS) techniques targeting parallel applications. Our approach, on the other hand, is agnostic to the application model and achieves energy-efficiency via consolidation and efficient utilization of data center resources. Furthermore, our work goes beyond these previous approaches on clusters and Grids by leveraging virtualization and mapping groups of tasks to VMs.
Simulation and modeling
Di et al. [17] proposed GloudSim as a distributed cloud simulator based on Google traces. This simulator leveraged virtualization technology and modeled jobs and their usage in terms of the CPU, memory and disk. It supports simulation of a cloud environment, that is, as similar as possible to Google cluster.
Moreno et al. [11, 16] proposed a methodology to simulate the Google data center. Authors leveraged their modeling methodology to build a workload generator. This generator is implemented as an extension of the well-known cloud discrete simulator CloudSim [29] and is capable of emulating the user behavior along with the patterns of requested and utilized resources of submitted tasks in Google cloud data center.
In this paper, we present an end-to-end architecture aiming at efficient resource allocation and energy consumption in cloud data centers. In this architecture, the cloud provider utilizes the knowledge obtained from the analysis of the cloud backend workload to define customized virtual machine configuration along with maximum task capacity of virtual machines.
In the proposed architecture, likewise the discussed related work [11, 16, 17] , we assume availability of virtualization technology and therefore tasks are executed on top of virtual machines instead of physical servers. This architecture can also be implemented utilizing the aforementioned simulation models [11, 16, 17] . Our work is different since we aim at decreasing energy by defining the virtual machines configurations along with their maximum task capacity.
SYSTEM MODEL AND ARCHITECTURE
Our proposed architecture targets Platform as a Service data centers operating as a private cloud for an organization. Such a cloud offers a platform where users can submit their applications in one or more programming models supported by the provider. The platform could support, for example, MapReduce or Bag of Tasks applications. Here, users interact with the system by submitting requests for execution of applications supported by the platform. Every application in turn translates to a set of jobs to be executed on the infrastructure. In our studied scenario, the job itself can be composed of one or more tasks.
User request model
In the proposed model, users of the service submit their application along with estimated resources required to execute it and receive back the results of the computation. The exact infrastructure where the application executes is abstracted away from users. Parameters of a task submitted by a user are:
(i) scheduling class; (ii) task priority; (iii) required number of cores per task; (iv) required amount of RAM per task and (v) required amount of storage per task.
All the aforementioned parameters are present in Google Cluster traces [13] .
Cloud model
In the presented cloud model, system virtualization technology [30] is taken into consideration. This technology improves the utilization of resources of physical servers by sharing them among virtual machines [31] . Apart from this, live migration of VMs and overbooking of resources via consolidation of multiple virtual machines in a single host reduce energy consumption in the data center [32] . The other benefit of virtualization is the automation it provides for application development [33] . For example, once a virtual machine is customized for a specific development environment, the VM's image can be used on different infrastructures without any installation hassles. Therefore, as long as the virtual machine is able to be placed on the server, homogeneity of the environment offered by the VM image is independent of the physical server and its configuration. These characteristics and advantages of the virtualization technology persuade us in applying this in our proposed architecture.
Our focus is on data centers that receive task submissions and where tasks are executed in virtual machines instead of physical servers, a model that has been widely explored in the area of cloud computing [34, 35] . Since these tasks might be different in terms of running environments, it is assumed that tasks run in containers [13] that provide these requirements for every one of them. However, in our model, these containers run inside the virtual machines instead of the physical machines. This can be achieved with the use of Linux containers or tools such as Docker [36] , an open platform for application development and whose containers can run inside the virtual machine or on physical hosts.
System architecture
The objective of the proposed architecture (shown in Fig. 1 ) is to execute the workload with minimum wastage of energy. Therefore, one of the challenges is finding optimal VM configurations, in such a way that the accommodated tasks have enough resources to be executed and resources are not wasted during the operation. Since the proposed model has been designed to operate in a private cloud, the different number and types of applications can be controlled, and there is enough information about submitted tasks so that cloud usage can be profiled.
System components
The proposed architecture is presented in Fig. 1 , and their components are discussed in the rest of this section.
Pre-execution phase
We discuss the components of the proposed architecture that need to be tuned or defined before the system runtime:
(i) Task classifier: this component is the entry point of the streaming of tasks being processed by the architecture. It categorizes tasks arrived in a specified time frame into predefined classes. The classifier is trained with the clustering result of the historical data before system start up. The clustering is performed considering average CPU, memory and disk usage together with the priority, length and submission rate of tasks, obtained from the historical data. The time interval for the classification process is specified by the cloud provider according to the workload variance and task submission rate. Once the arriving task is classified in terms of the most suitable virtual machine type for processing it, it is forwarded to the Task Mapper to proceed with the scheduling process. The Task Mapper component is discussed in the execution phase. (ii) VM Type Definer: this component is responsible for defining the virtual machines' configuration based on the provided historical data. Determining the optimal VM configuration requires analysis of task usage patterns. In this respect, the identification of groups of tasks with similar usage patterns reduces the complexity of estimating the average usage for new tasks. These patterns, which identify groups of tasks that have a mutual optimal VM configuration, are obtained with application of clustering algorithms. (iii) VM Types Repository: in this repository, the available virtual machine types, including CPU, memory and disk characteristics, are saved. These types are specified by the VM Type Definer considering workload specifications and is derived from historical data used for training the task classifier component.
Execution phase
The components that operate during the execution phase of the system are discussed: 
TASK CLUSTERING
In this section, we discuss the selected clustering feature set and the clustering algorithm utilized for clustering tasks with more details.
Clustering feature set
As our feature set, we used the following characteristics of each task:
(i) Task Length: The time during which the task was running on a machine. (ii) Submission Rate: The number of times that a task is submitted to the data center. (iii) Scheduling Class: This feature shows how latency sensitive the task/job is. In the studied traces, the scheduling class is presented by an integer number between 0 and 3. Tasks with a 0 scheduling class are non-production task. The higher the scheduling class is, the more latency sensitive is the task. (iv) Priority: The priority of a task shows how important a task is. High priority tasks have preference for resources over low priority ones [13] . The priority is an integer number between 0 and 10. 
The selected features of the dataset were used for the estimation of the number of task clusters and determination of the suitable virtual machine configuration for each group. Application of data from other days of the trace, as well as utilization of other parameters from the trace for classification purposes, is the subject of our future work.
Clustering algorithm
Clustering is the process of grouping objects with the objective of finding the subsets with the most similarities in terms of the selected features. In this respect, both the objective of the grouping and the number of groups affect the results of clustering. In our specific approach, we focus on finding groups of tasks with similarities in their usage pattern so that available resources can be allocated efficiently. For discovering the other factor, namely definition of the most effective number of clusters, the X-means algorithm is utilized.
X-means clustering algorithm
Pelleg et al. [25] proposed the X-means clustering method as the extended version of K-means [37] . In addition to grouping, X-means also estimates the number of groups present in a typical dataset, which in the context of the architecture is the incoming tasks.
K-means is a computationally efficient partitioning algorithm for grouping N-dimensional dataset into k clusters via minimizing within-class variance. However, supplying the number of groups (k) as an input of the algorithm is challenging since the number of existing groups in the dataset is generally unknown. Furthermore, as our proposed architecture aims for automated decision making, it is important that the number of input parameters is reduced and that the value of k is automatically calculated by the platform. For this reason, we opted for X-means.
As stated by Pelleg et al. [25] , X-means efficiently searches the space of cluster locations and number of clusters in order to optimize the Bayesian information Criterion (BIC). BIC is a criterion for selecting the best fitting model amongst a set of available models for the data [38] . Optimization of the BIC criterion results in a better fitting model. X-means runs K-means for multiple rounds and then clustering validation is performed using BIC to determine the best value of k. It is worth mentioning that X-means has been successfully applied in different scenarios [39] [40] [41] [42] .
IDENTIFICATION OF VM TYPES FOR THE VM TYPE REPOSITORY
Once clusters that represent groups of tasks with similar characteristics in terms of the selected features are defined, the next step is to assign a VM type that can efficiently execute tasks that belong to the cluster. By efficiently, we mean successfully executing the tasks with minimum resource wastage. Parameters of interest of a VM are number of cores, amount of memory and amount of storage. Since tasks in the studied trace need small amount of storage, the allocated disk for virtual machines are assumed to be 10 GB, which is enough for the OS installed on the virtual machine and the tasks disk usage.
Determination of number of tasks for each VM type
Algorithm 3 details the steps taken for the estimation of the number of tasks for each virtual machine type. In order to avoid overloading the virtual machines, the maximum number of tasks in each VM is set to 150. This amount is allowed to increase if the resource demand is small compared with the VM capacity. Then, for each allowed number of tasks i (i between 1 and 150), i random tasks are selected from the cluster of task and the average CPU utilization is calculated for this selection. The CPU error is then reported and stored in temp error . Next, according to the temp error , the algorithm finds the value of i that has the lowest CPU usage estimation error as the VM's number of tasks. This process is repeated for 500 iterations, which enables enough data to be collected for drawing conclusions. The VM's number of tasks in each iteration is then saved in Min error . According to Min error , the number of task for each VM type would be the number which shows the minimum estimation error in most of the iterations. In other words, the algorithm selects the number of tasks that is the most probable to result in less estimation error. 
Estimation of resource usage of tasks in each cluster
After estimating the maximum number of tasks in each virtual machine with the objective of decreasing the estimation error, the virtual machine types need to be defined. For this purpose, there is a need to estimate the resource usage of a typical task running in a virtual machine. For estimating the resource usage of each task in a cluster, the algorithm uses the average resource usage and variance of each cluster of tasks in our selected dataset. The first step for this is the computation of the average resource usage of each task during the second day of the trace and then for each cluster, the 98% confidence interval of the average utilization of resources of the tasks in the group is used. The upper-bound of the calculated confidence interval is then used as the estimate of the resource demands (RDs) for a typical task from a specific cluster.
Determination of virtual machines configuration
After obtaining the estimates for resource demands (RD) and the number of tasks in a virtual machine type (nT), the specifications of the virtual machine is derived using Equation (2) .
Since tasks running in one virtual machine are already sharing the resources, at least one core of the CPU of the physical machine is assigned for each virtual machine. Because of the rounding process in Equation (2), the number of tasks in each virtual machine is estimated again applying the same equation.
The process above was applied to determine VM types for each cluster. VM types resulting from the above process are stored in the VM Types Repository to be used by the Task Mapper for assignment purposes. The application of this process resulted in the VM types described in Table 1 . The number of tasks nT obtained via Equation (2) is used as the virtual machines' task capacity for the proposed Utilization-based Resource Allocation (URA) policy, which is briefly discussed in the next section along with the other proposed policies.
RESOURCE ALLOCATION POLICIES
The number of tasks residing in one VM varies from one cluster to another. As discussed in the previous section, virtual machine configurations are tailored to the usage pattern of the tasks residing in the VMs. The same virtual machine configurations are used for all the proposed policies. However, these algorithms are different in terms of the task capacity of the virtual machines for each cluster of tasks. These resource allocation policies are detailed:
(i) URA: in this policy, the number of tasks assigned to each VM is computed according to the 98% confidence interval of the observed average utilization of resources by the tasks being mapped to the VM. For example, if historical data shows that tasks of a cluster used on average 1 GB, and tasks of such cluster are going to be assigned to a VM with 4 GB of RAM, URA will assign 4 of such tasks, regardless the estimated amount of memory declared by the user when submitting the corresponding job (which is the value obtained from the traces). The task capacity of each virtual machine type is equal to the nT obtained from Equation (2), which is discussed in Section 5. (ii) Requested Resource Allocation (RRA): in this policy, the same virtual machine types from URA are considered; however, the number of tasks assigned to a VM is based on the average requested amount by the submitted tasks. As mentioned before, the requested amount of resources is submitted along with the tasks. RRA is used as a baseline for our further comparisons in terms of data center power consumption and server utilization.
The other four policies are derived from the results of the evaluation of URA. In this respect, the usage of virtual machines is studied to get more insight about the cause of rejections (CPU, memory or disk) and the number of running tasks in each virtual machine when the rejections occurred.
For each virtual machine, the minimum number of running tasks that utilizes more than 90% of the VM's capacity in terms 216 S.F. Piraghaj et al. 5 Find minimum number of running tasks (nt) that caused the utilization of the resource (Res) to be between 90% to 100% of its capacity. nT (clustrIndex,Res) .add(nt vmID ) of CPU, memory and disk without causing any rejections are extracted. This 90% limit avoids the occurrence of underutilized virtual machines. The extracted number is defined as nt (vmID,resource) . The procedure is applied on each cluster and is explained with more details in Algorithm 4.
For each cluster determined by its clusterIndex in Algorithm 4, nt is obtained for each VM type. Then, nt of the VMs in each cluster are gathered in a set named nT clusterIndex,Res for each of the considered resources (Res) including CPU, memory and disk. We propose four policies to determine the number of tasks residing in each virtual machine. These policies as described below are based on the estimates (average, median, the first and the third quantile) derived from nT clusterIndex,Res for each cluster. 
The nT Avg is estimated for each resource separately. In this policy, the number of tasks residing in each virtual machine type is equal to the minimum nT obtained for each resource (Equation (4)). 
EXPERIMENT SET UP
We discuss the setup of the experiments that we conducted to evaluate our proposed approach in terms of its efficiency in task execution and power consumption. The dataset used in this paper is derived from the second version of the Google cloud trace log [13] collected during a period of 29 days. The log consists of data tables describing the machines, jobs and tasks. In the trace log, each job consists of a number of tasks with specific constraints. Considering these constraints, the scheduler determines the placement of the tasks on the appropriate machines. The event type value in the job and tasks are reported in the event table. The job/task event has two types: events that change the scheduling state such as submitted, scheduled or running and events that indicate the state of a job such as dead [13] . For the purpose of this evaluation, we utilize all the events from the trace log and we assume that all the events are occurring as reported in the trace log. The second day of the traces is selected for evaluation purpose, as it had the highest number of task submissions.
In the available traces, resource utilization measurements and requests are normalized, and the normalization is performed separately for each column. As stated by Reiss et al. [13] normalization is carried out in relation to the highest amount of the particular resource found on any of the machines. In this context, to get a real sense of the data, we assume the largest amount of resources for each column as described in Table 2 and multiply each recorded data by the related amount (e.g for recorded memory utilization we have Real util = Recorded Util * 4). Then, the total resource utilization and requested amount are calculated for each cluster as discussed in the last section. In order to eliminate placement constraints, only the tasks scheduled on one of the three available platforms are considered and the configurations of the simulated data center servers are further discussed in Section 7.1. The proposed system is simulated for each cluster and the tasks are assigned to the corresponding virtual machine types during each processing window (1 min for the purposes of these experiments). The simulation runtime is set to 24 h. Cluster resource usage and number of rejected tasks are reported for each cluster of tasks separately. Since the virtual machine placement also affects the simulation result, the same policy introduced in Section 7.2 is used in the Virtual Machine Provisioner component for all the proposed algorithms. In order to show the efficiency of our proposed architecture in terms of power consumption, linear power consumption model is considered for each of the running machines. The power consumption model is further discussed in Section 7.3.
Data center servers' configuration
We define a data center with three server configurations listed in Table 3 . These types are inspired from Google data center and its host configurations during the studied trace period. Hosts in the Google cluster are heterogeneous in terms of the CPU, memory and disk capacity. However, hosts with the same platform ID have the same architecture.
As mentioned in Section 2, there are three types of platforms in Google data center. In order to eliminate placement constraint for tasks, we have chosen the platform with the largest number of task submissions. The server architecture for our implementation is the same for all three types. As suggested by Garraghan et al. [43] , servers in this platform are assumed to be 1022G-NTF (Supermicro Computer Inc.) inspired from the SPECpower_ssj2008 results [44] .
Virtual machine placement policy
The First Fit algorithm is applied as the placement policy for finding the first available machines for hosting newly instantiated VMs. The algorithm first searches through the running machines to find if there are enough resources available for the virtual machine. It reports the first running host that can provide the resources for the VM. If there is no running host found for placing the virtual machine, a new host is activated. The new host is selected from the available host list, which is obtained from the trace log and contains the hosts IDs along with their configurations. All the proposed algorithms have access to the same host list to make sure that the placement decision does not affect the simulation results.
Server's power consumption model
The power profile of the selected server 3 from SPECpower is used for determining the linear power model constants in Equation (5) [45] . The power consumption for processing tasks at time t is defined as the accumulative power consumed in all the active servers at that specific time. For each server, the power consumption at time t is calculated based on the CPU utilization and server's idle and maximum power consumption (Eq. (5)). We focus on energy consumption of CPU because this is the component that presents the largest variance in energy consumption regarding its utilization rate [45] .
EXPERIMENT RESULTS
X-means algorithm reports the existence of 18 clusters in the tasks. In this section, we go through the specifications of the task clusters and then we compare how efficiently the six algorithms can successfully execute the tasks. Later, in Section 8.3, we discuss the comparison of the proposed algorithms in terms of their energy consumption.
Characteristics of task clusters
We briefly discuss the characteristics of task clusters in terms of the scheduling class, priority, and the average length of the tasks in each group (Table 4 ). The population comparison of the clusters is presented in Fig. 2 . To enable a better understanding of the characteristics of task clusters, Fig. 3 summarizes Table 4 considering the similarities between task groups. In Fig. 3 , task priority higher than 4 is considered 'high'. In addition, the average task length <1 and <5 h are noted 'short' and 'medium' length, respectively. The average task length higher than 5 h is considered 'long'. Figure 3 shows that almost 78% of the tasks fall in to the short length category. In addition, all long and medium length tasks have higher priorities and are less likely to be preempted. This logic is implemented in the Google cluster scheduler to avoid long tasks getting restarted in Virtual Machine Customization and Task Mapping 219 the middle of execution, which leads to more resource wastage. Next, we describe the four meta-cluster task groups.
(i) Short and high priority tasks (Cluster 2, 3, 13) : Tasks in clusters 2 and 3 are all from scheduling class 0. However, tasks in cluster 13 are from higher scheduling classes, which indicates that they are more latency sensitive than the tasks in clusters 2 and 3. Amongst these three clusters, cluster 13, with the average length of 38.66 min, has the longest average length. (ii) Short and low priority tasks (Clusters 5, 6, 7, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 17, 18) (Fig. 2) , this group has the highest priority tasks with the longest durations as shown in Table 4 . Most of the tasks of the group have scheduling Class 1, which shows they are less latency sensitive in comparison with the tasks from higher scheduling classes.
The results of clustering allowed us to draw conclusions per cluster that help in the design of specific resource allocation policies for each cluster. For example, as depicted in Fig. 3 , tasks in Cluster 1 are the longest and have the highest priority. Therefore, one can conclude that the system assigns the higher priority to these long tasks so that if they failed, the system still has time to reschedule them. In contrast, as illustrated by Fig. 3 , the majority of tasks with short length have been given low priorities. This is because, in case of both failure or resource contention, the system can delay their execution and still guarantee that they are executed in time.
In addition, as shown in Table 5 , for task clusters with larger length, less usage variation is observed. For resource allocation policies, this makes the usage estimation of resources and predictions more accurate and more efficient, as less sampling data are required, while the prediction window can be widened. The opposite holds for clusters with smaller length: in these FIGURE 3. Clusters of tasks are categorized on three levels according to the average length, the priority and the scheduling class (C) considering the statistics in clusters, more variation is observed, and as a result prediction require more frequent sampling and narrower time window.
Task execution efficiency of the proposed algorithms
We compare task execution efficiency of our proposed algorithms in terms of task rejection rate. Ideally, the percentage of tasks that need to be rescheduled should be as low as possible, since it results in delays in the completion of jobs. In addition to delays, the increase in task rejection rate increases resource wastage since computing resources (and energy) are spent with tasks that do not complete successfully and thus need to be later executed again. The rejection rate for each policy is presented in Fig. 4 . Average delay caused by applying the RRA, FqRA, AvgRA, MeRA, ThqRA and URA policies. The delay is estimated by the time it takes for a specific task to be rescheduled on another virtual machine after being rejected.
The virtual machine capacity for each of the algorithms is shown in Table 5 . In the URA policy, tasks are allocated based on the actual usage. Because of the gap between requested resources and the actual usage of tasks, in URA the VM task capacity is higher than the other five algorithms. Therefore, in most of the clusters, RRA accommodates the least number of tasks in one virtual machine. Excluding RRA, FqRA has the smallest VM task capacity in comparison to the other four algorithms and excluding the URA policy, ThqRA has the largest amounts in terms of the task capacity.
Considering task rejection rate, the algorithms with larger amounts in terms of VM task capacity have higher rejection rates. Therefore, in most clusters, URA has the highest rejection rate. However, the gap between rejection rates for FqRA, AvgRA, MeRA and ThqRA are almost negligible. As expected, RRA, with the lowest number of tasks in each virtual machine, incurs the least rejections during the simulation.
In addition to rejection rates, the delay caused in the execution of the tasks are reported for the proposed policies. This delay is extracted for rejected tasks that finish during the simulation time (24 h). The delay t d is equal to the t f − t g in which t f is the time that the execution of the task is finished in our simulation and t g is the desired finished time reported in the Google traces. In other words, t d of a typical task is the time it takes for the task to start running after it is rejected. Figure 5 shows that the average delay for all the proposed algorithms is less than 50 s. This delay can be reduced via smaller processing window sizes. The processing window size in our case is assigned to 1 min, therefore tasks should wait in the killed task repository until the next processing window, so that they can get the chance to be rescheduled in another virtual machine.
Energy efficiency of the proposed algorithms
The experiments presented in the previous section focused on the analysis of the performance of the assignment policies in terms of rejection rate and average delay. Since one of the goals of the proposed architecture is efficient resource allocation, which results in less energy consumption, in this section we analyze the policies in terms of their energy efficiency.
The power consumption incurred by servers are estimated using the power model presented in Equation (5) . Figure 6 shows the amount of energy consumption (kWh) for the six applied resource allocation policies. In terms of energy consumption, URA on average outperform RRA, FqRA, AvgRA, MeRA and ThqRA by 73.02, 59.24, 51.56, 53.22 and 45.36%, respectively, considering all the clusters. However, URA in most of the clusters increases the average task rejection rate and results in delays in task execution. Considering this, URA is the selected policy when tasks have low priorities and the delay in the execution is not a concern.
ThrdRA policy is the second most energy efficient algorithm, outperforming RRA, FqRA, AvgRA and MeRA in average 34.41, 25.11, 7.42 and 15.01%, respectively. Apart from energy efficiency, this policy caused less task rejections in comparison with URA. Therefore, when task execution efficiency and energy are both important, this policy is the best choice. RRA in most clusters is the least energy efficient algorithm, although it caused less task rejections. Therefore, RRA can be applied for tasks with higher priorities.
AVgRA and MeRA have almost the same energy consumption for all the clusters. The task capacity of the VM in AvgRA and MeRA is based on the average and the median number of tasks that can run without causing any rejections. In most cases, 222 S.F. Piraghaj et al. the median and the average of our considered estimate (number of running tasks) are close to each other, therefore the difference in the energy consumption of AvgRA and MeRA is negligible.
To get more insights about the effect of each algorithm, we applied the six policies for each group of tasks separately. However, a combination of these policies could be applied on each cluster when tasks from different clusters run simultaneously. This will be subject of future work.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We investigated the problem of energy consumption resulted from inefficient resource allocation in cloud computing environments using Google cluster traces. We proposed an end-to-end architecture and presented a methodology to tailor virtual machine configuration to the workload. Tasks are clustered and mapped to virtual machines considering the actual resource usage of each cluster instead of the amount of resources requested by users.
Six policies are proposed for estimating task populations residing in each VM type. In the RRA policy, tasks are assigned to VMs based on their average requested resource. This policy is the baseline for our future comparison since it is solely based on the requested resources submitted to the data center. Resource allocation in the URA policy is based on the average resource utilization of task clusters obtained from historical data. In the other four policies, the assignment is based on the four estimates extracted from the virtual machines' usage logs from the URA policy. The extracted estimates are average, median, first and third quantile of the number of tasks that can be accommodated in a virtual machine without causing any rejections. Compared with RRA, URA, FqRA, AvgRA, MeRA and ThqRA policies show 73.01, 14.68, 34.72, 25.20 and 34.41% improvement in the total energy consumption of the data center, respectively.
The performances of the proposed algorithms are compared for each cluster of tasks separately without considering task placement constraints. As future work, we will investigate energy-aware virtual machine placement algorithms that consider the aforementioned constraints and the characteristics of each group of tasks. Furthermore, the right policy will be selected according to the specifications of each group.
We will also investigate online learning algorithms for defining the task capacity of virtual machines in replacement of the static methods explored in this paper. For more energy savings, VM consolidation techniques and virtual machine resizing options will also be explored.
